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VIP SITUATIONAL AWARENESS & CONTROL
Knowing what is happening and being prepared is crucial for when an incident occurs allowing
you to contain and rapidly react as situations arise and mitigate the damages resulting from any
situation. Our Operations Management Centre gives you the overview of the condition in the
field allowing you to take the right decisions at the right time.

Hawk Aerospace can provide you with project specific Operations Command Systems (OCS),
combined with eye in the sky drone systems that are designed to your needs. Together with top
quality training, supervision and support the Hawk Overwatch OCS is the ideal solution to
2 any possible scenario.
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Keep Your Operations Under Control
Bringing New Solutions to the Future of Operations Management
The Operations Management Centre is
divided into five functions and is in full
direct link with the remote aerial
systems:
Data Capture
Data Visibility & Analysis
Decision Making Support
Maintaining Continuity
Disseminate Information
Integrated Communications

RECOGNISE, REACT, CONTROL
The OCS is built with a user-friendly interface providing its users with the ideal platform to be able to
immediately recognise an incident and its scope, respond to the scenario with the appropriate measures
promptly to bring back the situation under control as swiftly as possible.
The Hawk Overwatch also provides you with saved data of any past events and drills so as to be able to build a
review of what happened to make sure to take advantage from lessons learned.
Hawk Aerospace provides you with highly skilled and experienced engineers to fully train as well as certify your
organisation to be able to advise you on your specific operational needs.
Furthermore, we ensure that your system is kept up to date with the most recent improvements and we will
follow up with you to help in any way to ensure your peace of mind.
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GET IN TOUCH
Our team at Hawk Aerospace are passionate
about Engineering Tomorrow’s Technological
Solutions for today’s evolving problems.
We combine decades of experience in
innovation with dedication towards great
customer service to provide you with the
desired solutions and customer satisfaction.

38, Santa Marija Street, MST 4133
Mosta, Malta, Europe
+ 356 21490202

info@hawkaerospace.eu
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